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A number of spectra1 sequences arising in homotopy theory have the derived functors of a 
graded algebraic functor as their E2-term. We here describe conditions for the vanishing of such 
derived functors, yielding vanishing lines for the spectra1 sequences. We also show that under 
these conditions the nth derived functor, for large n, depends only on low-dimensional informa- 
tion. The applications we have in mind include certain cases of the Bousfield-Kan spectra1 se- 
quence, the Quillen homology of a graded algebra (with applications to H. Miller’s Grothendieck 
spectra1 sequence), and the wedge, smash, and homology spectra1 sequences. 
1. Introduction 
In [ 11, we described a spectral sequence converging to the homology of a space 
(see 1.1.3 below), and show that its E2-term has a lower vanishing line of slope 
l/2. In this paper we show that the methods of [l] apply in a more general context, 
yielding comparable vanishing lines for other spectral sequences. Furthermore, an 
extension of these methods makes the E2-terms just above these vanishing lines 
more accessible to computation. 
1.1. Vanishing lines for spectral sequences 
In each case, the E2-term of the spectral sequence is isomorphic to the left de- 
rived functors of a functor T: f? + ~2, where 0 is a suitable category of graded alge- 
bras with additional structure, and ~2 is abelian; the vanishing lines follow from a 
general fact about the vanishing of such derived functors (Theorem 3.1 below). In 
particular, we have the following results: 
1.1.1. The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. Bousfield and Kan defined, for any 
prime p and suitable pointed spaces X and Y, a spectral sequence abutting to the 
p-primary part of the homotopy groups of the pointed mapping space, map,(X,Y) 
(see [3,§ 11,121 and [4, Chapter X, $61). 
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We show that if X and Y have locally finite Z/p-homology, Y is (r - 1)-connected, 
and H,(X;Z/p)=O for izs, then Ei,= 0 for n>k+s-r (see 3.2.1 below). 
1.1.2. Quillen homology of algebras. In [14, $41, Miller describes a ‘Grothendieck 
spectral sequence’ converging to the E2-term of the Bousfield-Kan spectral se- 
quence. The main ingredient needed to calculate its E2-term is the (graded) Quillen 
homology H*QX (cf. [16, $21) of a suitable graded F,-algebra X. We show that if X 
is (r - 1)-connected, then (HFX), = 0 for n > (k - r)/r (see 3.2.3 below). Of course, 
the Quillen homology of an algebra also has independent interest. 
1.1.3. The homology spectral sequence. In [l, $21, we described, for any pointed 
connected CW-complex X, a spectral sequence converging to &*(X; G) for any co- 
efficients G (see 3.2.4 below). We showed there that if X is (r - 1)-connected (r> 3), 
then Ei,= 0 for n >2(k- r) (1, Theorem 4.11). This is in fact a special case of 
Proposition 3.1.2 below. 
1.1.4. The wedge and smash spectral sequences. Let X and Y be pointed CW- 
complexes, with X (r- 1)-connected and Y (s- 1)-connected (r,sr3); in [17, $21, 
Stover describes a spectral sequence converging to rc,(X V Y). We show that En’,,+ = 
0 for n>2(k-(r+s))+3 (see 3.3.4(i) below). 
Similarly, in the smash spectral sequence of [17, $71, for X and Y as above we 
have E,f,,= 0 for n>2(k-(r+s))+ 1 (see 3.3.4(ii) below). 
Both these vanishing lines are best possible, by Propositions 4.5.1 and 4.5.2 re- 
spectively. 
1.2. Dependence results 
Using a similar result (Theorem 4.3) for relative derived functors (cf. Subsec- 
tion 4.1), we obtain ‘bands of dependence’ for these spectral sequences, showing 
that, for large n, E$ depends only on low-dimensional information, in the follow- 
ing sense: 
1.2.1. The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. For X, Y and s as in 1.1.1 above, 
Theorem 4.3 implies that E& of the Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence depends only 
on H,(Y; Z/p) in degrees I k + s- n. 
1.2.2. The homology spectral sequence. For any 2-connected space X, let Xl” de- 
note the tth stage in a Postnikov tower for X; then E& of the homology spec- 
tral sequence for X (1.1.3) depends only on X [*I for nz2(k- t)+ 1, by the same 
theorem. 
1.2.3. The wedge and smash spectral sequences. In the wedge spectral sequence for 
X v Y (1.1.4), we show that if X and Y are as in 1.1.4, then for any I> r + s, E:k 
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depends only on Xl’-‘] and Yltmrl for n~2(k-t)+4, by Proposition 4.3.3 below. 
Similarly, in the smash spectral sequence for X A Y, E;k depends only on XL’-‘] 
and Y’t-rl for n>2(k- t)+2, by the same proposition. 
1.3. Outline 
The paper is organized as follows: 
In Section 2 we define CRGA’s, which are essentially categories of graded alge- 
bras, possibly with additional structure; we then define the degree of a functor 
T : K? + d from a CRGA into an abelian category, and recall the definition of de- 
rived functors in this context. 
This allows us to state Theorem 3.1 (and its variants) in Section 3, and apply them 
to obtain the vanishing lines of Subsection 1.1. 
In Section 4 we then define relative derived functors (L,T)f for any morphism 
f: X-t Yin ‘FZ, and state the relative vanishing Theorem 4.3 for such derived func- 
tors; this yields the dependence results of Subsection 1.2. 
In Section 5 we review some facts about free simplical resolutions in CRGA’s, 
and show how a resolution with certain connectivity properties can be constructed 
for any RGA (Proposition 5.1.4), and how this can be used to prove Theorem 3.1. 
In Section 6 we refine the construction of Section 5 by introducing a certain filtra- 
tion on the resolution, and show how this can be used to prove Theorem 4.3. 
In Section 7 we make a sample computation, based on Section 6, showing that 
the vanishing lines of 1.1.4 are best possible. 
2. Categories of regular graded algebras 
In this section we describe the setting needed to state the basic vanishing Theo- 
rem 3.1. In Subsection 2.1 we define CRGA’s-essentially, categories of graded 
algebras with additional structure-and give some examples in Subsection 2.2. In 
Subsection 2.3 we define the degree of a functor T: g-+& from such a category 
into an abelian category. In Subsection 2.4 we recall the definition of the derived 
functors of T. 
2.1. CRGA’s 
We first define the categories to which our vanishing theorems apply: 
2.1.1. Definition. A category E’ is called a category of regular graded algebras, or 
CRGA, over a ring R iff the following hold: 
(i) 8 is a variety of graded algebras in the sense of [ 11, V, $61 (or graded univer- 
sal algebras in the sense of [9]): that is, its objects, which we shall call RGA’s, are 
positively graded sets X= {X,},“=,, together with an action of a fixed set of opera- 
tors W, satisfying a set of identities E. 
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(ii) Each RGA has the structure of a positively graded left R-module. 
(iii) The ring R has finite left global dimension: 1.g.d. (R-Mod) = d< 03 [12, VII, 
0 11. In the applications we have in mind, R = FP is a finite field, or else R c Q - so 
that d=O or 1. 
(iv) The operators W of ‘S? may include a graded product Xi x Xj + Xi+j; all 
others (aside from the R-module operators) are required to be unary and dimension- 
raising, of the form o : Xj + X, with k>j. 
2.1.2. Remark on the operators. We could in fact allow more general n-ary opera- 
tors in 2.1 .l (iv)-that is, any operator w : Xj, x a** x Xj” + X, is permissible, as 
long as we have Cy= 1 jiS k, and strict inequality if n = 1. 
2.1.3. Notation. For each k? 1 we have the kth degree functor Gk: 8+ R-Mod, 
which assigns to X= {X,},“=, the R-module GkX=Xk. (We adopt this somewhat 
cumbersome notation so that subscripts may later be reserved for simplicial dimen- 
sions.) For each X, we let 1x1 denote the least ks 03 such that GkX#O, and say 
that that X is (k- 1)-connected. 
2.1.4. Free RGA’s. The forgetful functor Y: + grSet into the category of positively 
graded sets has a left adjoint F: grSet -+ ‘&‘, which assigns to a graded set T= { T}z 1 
the free RGA FT generated by T under the operators W, subject to the identities 
E. We shall consider each element XE T to be in G;(FT). 
Let @ denote the full subcategory of free RGA’s in ‘&?---that is, the image of the 
functor F. 
2.2. Examples of CRGA ‘s 
The following are the basic examples of CRGA’s to keep in mind: 
(i) For any ring R with I.g.d.(R-Mod)< m, the category gr R-Mod of positively 
graded R-modules is a CRGA. 
(ii) For the following graded categories %, the full subcategory of O-connected 
objects constitutes a CRGA: 
1. for any prime p, the categories of (stable or unstable) modules, or alge- 
bras, over the mod-p Steenrod algebra; 
2. for RcQ, or R a field, the categories of graded (associative or com- 
mutative) algebras over R, or 
3. the category of graded Lie algebras over R (restricted or not). 
(iii) The category of simply-connected D-algebras: Recall (cf. [l, $31 or [ 17, $41) 
that a lir-algebra is a graded group X= {Xk}km_l together with an action of the 
primary homotopy operations (cf. [18, Chapter X]) which satisfies all the universal 
relations on such operations. 
In our case, in order to have a graded abelian group, we must restrict to the sub- 
category l7-Alg, C 17-Alg of simply-connected I7-algebras-i.e., those objects X = 
{Xk}pz I for which X1 = 0. 
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Note that the Whitehead product does not quite satisfy the usual graded product 
rule la. bl = Ial + Ibl. Th us, in order for 17-Alg, to satisfy condition 2.1.l(iv) of 
the definition we must re-index, setting GkX= X,_ i. 
2.3. Cross-effects 
Let 8 be a CRGA (or any pointed category), and T: I-taZ a functor into an 
abelian category. Since in 0 the inclusions of X or Y into the coproduct Xrr Y 
have retractions, in .& the objects TX and TY are split summands of T(Xlr Y). 
The remainder term, denoted T,(X, Y), is called the second cross-effect of T ap- 
plied to the coproduct XH Y. We thus have a canonical decomposition: 
T(Xu Y) = TX@ TY@ T,(X, Y). 
More generally, set T,(X) = TX, and let X= Xi IL X,Jl .a. ILX,, be any n-fold 
coproduct in K?. We recursively define the nth cross-effect of Ton this coproduct, 
denoted Tn(Xl, X2, . . . , X,), to be the remainder summand in T(X, IrX,fl .a- IL X,) 
after splitting off the q-fold cross-effects (q<n) for each proper sub-coproduct 
Xi,~Xi~~r...IrXi~ Of X (Cf. [5,§4.18]). 
2.3.1. Cross-effect decomposition. Thus, for T: 6 + d as above and X= ny=, Xi 
a finite coproduct in K?, we have a direct-sum cross-effect decomposition for TX: 
T 
(i=I ‘> [i=l ’ ’ ] + [i<j 
fix’ E &I T(X.) 0 6 Tz(Xj,Xj) @.**@T,(X,,...,X,). 
] 
2.3.2. Degree of a functor. If 8 is a CRGA, and & is abelian, we say that a functor 
T: 8 + d has degree I t iff for any q 2 1, and any set of q objects X,, X,, . . . ,X4 
in 8 such that I:= 1 IXi I > t, we have T,(X,, X2, . . . , X,) = 0. (In particular, TX=0 
if 1x1 > t.) 
2.3.3. Examples. (i) If B is a CRGA and T: 8 --f d is a functor which preserves 
finite coproducts and vanishes on t-connected objects, then T has degree t. 
(ii) For 8 as above, the tth degree functor (2.1.3), restricted to the subcategory 
of free objects (2.1.4)-that is, the functor G,Ig : 9 -+ R-Mod-has degree t (by 
condition 2.1.1 (iv) and 2.1.2). 
2.4. Non-abelian derived functors 
We now recall Quillen’s definition of derived functors in the context of CRGA’s 
-see [15,11,§4] and [16,§2]: 
2.4.1. Free simplical RGA’s. A simplical RGA A, is called free iff for each 
nr0 there is a graded set T” c A, such that A, is the free RGA generated by T” 
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(2.1.4), and each degeneracy map Sj : A, --f A,, 1 takes T” into T”+ ‘. The sequence 
To, T’, . . . will be called a set of generators for A,. 
2.4.2. Free simplical resolutions. We define a free simplical resolution of an RGA 
X to be a free simplical RGA A,, together with an augmentation do : A0 + X, such 
that for each kz 1 
(a) the homotopy groups of the simplicial R-module GkA, vanish in dimensions 
n21; 
(b) the augmentation induces an isomorphism ;rro(GkA,) z GkX. 
2.43. Definition of derived functors. Let 6’ be a CRGA, and T : FT -+ d a functor 
into an abelian category. The nth left derived functor of T is the functor 
L,T: g-d, which assigns to the RGA XE Q the object (L,T)zxTc,(TA,) E&, 
where A, +X is any free simplical resolution of X. (As usual, different resolutions 
yield equivalent derived functors.) 
2.44. Remark on the domain and range of T. It is clear from Definition 2.4.3 that 
the functor T need only be defined on .Fc E? to determine the derived functors 
L,T on all of %?. Assuming that ._EZ is an exact subcategory of the category Abgp 
of abelian groups, we shall therefore restrict attention to functors of the form 
T:@+Abgp. 
3. Vanishing of derived functors 
In this section we state our basic vanishing theorem for functors of finite degree 
defined on a CRGA, and use it to obtain the vanishing lines of Subsection 1.1. 
Theorem 3.1, and its variants 3.1.2 and 3.1.4, deal with (covariant) functors 
T: f? -+ Abgp; applications are given in Subsection 3.2. Bifunctors T: 8 --t Abgp are 
treated in Subsection 3.3. 
3.1. Theorem. Let E? be a CRGA over a ring R, with I.g.d.(R-Mod) =d, and 
T : g + Abgp a functor of degree t ; let r > d and N = (d + 1) (t - r) + d. Then for any 
(r - 1)-connected XE ‘CZ, (L,T)X= 0 for n > N. 
In certain cases, the vanishing point can be improved by one; for this we need the 
following definition: 
3.1.1. t-monomorphisms. A morphism f: X -+ Y of free RGA’s (2.1.4) will be 
called a t-monomorphism iff 
(a) X is (t - I)-connected; 
(b) Y= ZUZ’, where Z and Z’ are free RGA’s and Z is (t - 1)-connected, and f 
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factors through a map g:X+Z-i.e., f=iog, where Z&Y is the inclusion; 
(c) G,g is a monomorphism. 
3.1.2. Proposition. If the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 hold, and in addition T 
takes t-monomorphisms in @? to monomorphisms of abelian groups, then 
(L,T)X=O for nzN. 
3.1.3. Improved vanishing. If a given CRGA has no unary operators w : Xj -+ Xj+ 1 
(2.1.1 (iv)) raising degree by exactly one, these vanishing results can be improved. 
We exemplify this principle by the category J& of connected graded algebras over 
a field F (having no unary operators at all): 
3.1.4. Proposition. Let %‘=.xt”, let T: 9+ Abgp be a functor of degree t, and let 
XE J&F be (r - l)-connected. Then (L,T)X= 0 for n > (t - r)/r. 
3.1.5. Connectivity of X. As we shall see in the proof (5.4.3), one obtains analogous 
vanishing of derived functors also for dzrr 1. For instance, if d =r= 1 and T 
is of degree t, then (L,T)X=O for n> 2t (and (L,T)X=O if t = 1). We omit the 
details. 
3.2. Applications to spectral sequences 
As noted in Subsection 1.1, these results about derived functors yield vanishing 
lines for the E2-terms of a number of spectral sequences: 
3.2.1. The Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence. Recall that the E2-term of the 
Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence, converging to the homotopy groups of the map- 
ping space map,(X, Y) (1 .l.l), is isomorphic to certain right derived functors 
[3,§11,12]: 
Etk = (&(Homw_.&&(skX, Z/P), -)W,W, Z/P). 
Here B& denotes the category of unstable coalgebras over the mod-p Steenrod 
algebra-which is not a CRGA. Thus Theorem 3.1 is not directly applicable here. 
However, if II,(X,Z/p) and II,(Y,Z/p) are locally finite, then (as in [14, $51) 
one can take vector space duals to replace the coalgebras by algebras and right 
derived functors by left derived functors. The theorem may then be applied to 
the CRGA x of algebras over the Steenrod algebra (2.2(ii)l.), and the functors 
Tk=Homx(-,H*(SkX,Z/p)), with Etk3(L,Tk)H*(Y,Z/p). 
In particular, if H*(X,Z/p) vanishes in dimensions 2 s, then the functor Tk, 
which takes finite coproducts to direct sums, has degree ss k. Thus if Y is (r- l)- 
connected, Theorem 3.1 implies that Ez, k = 0 for n > (s + k) - r. 
3.2.2. Right derivedfunctors. Alternatively, it is possible to develop a dual version 
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of Section 2, with suitable categories of ‘graded coalgebras’ over R replacing our 
CRGA’s (2.1.1), a dual notion of degree (Subsection 2.3), and the usual ‘triple- 
derived’ functors (cf. [2, $71) replacing the left derived functors of Subsection 2.4, 
using injective, rather than free, resolutions. 
It should be noted that the analogue of Theorem 3.1 exists only when R is a field, 
and with certain restrictions on the triple used to define the injectives. 
3.2.3. Quillen homology. Let J denote the category of connected graded algebras 
over Fp, and Q the functor which takes an algebra X to the graded F,-vector space 
of its indecomposables: QX= {QkX}~zl (cf. [14,§4]). Each functor Qk clearly 
has degree k (2.3.3(i)), so that if X is (r-1)-connected, then (LnQk)X=O for 
n > (k - r)/r, by Proposition 3.1.4. 
This gives a vanishing line of slope r for the Quillen homology of X, (cf. [16, $21, 
where (Z$X),Z(L,Q~)X. For an application of this fact to a calculation in the 
Bousfield-Kan spectral sequence, see [ 10, $61. 
3.2.4. IT-algebra indecomposables. For the category I7-AlgO, one also has an in- 
decomposables functor, which takes a I7-algebra X to the graded abelian group 
QX= {QkX}rZ,, defined to be the quotient of X by the subgroup of elements 
which are in the image of a ‘non-trivial’ primary homotopy operation (see 
[l, $2.2.11). The Hurewicz spectral sequence of [l], which converges to the reduced 
homology of a pointed CW-complex X, has Etkz(L,Qk)(n*X). 
Each functor Qk again has degree k, and also takes k-monomorphisms to 
monomorphisms (Definition 3.1.1). Thus if IX 1 = r, by Proposition 3.1.2 we have 
(L, Qk)X= 0 for n > 2(k - r). This is the vanishing line for the Hurewicz spectral se- 
quence of [l, Theorem 4.11. 
3.3. Bifunctors 
There are analogous vanishing results for (covariant) bifunctors. If Q is a CRGA 
and (X,Y)E?ZXX, we write I(X,Y)I=IXI+IYI. With this notation, 2.3.2 also 
defines the degree of T for a bifunctor F: g x EY + d, and we have: 
3.3.1. Proposition. Let @? be a CRGA over R, with 1.g.d. (R-Mod)=d, and T: g x 
9 + Abgp a functor of degree tsuch that T(X, 0) = T(0, X) = 0 for all X E ‘S?. Then for 
(X, Y) E I?? x g such that IX/ = r and / Y I =s (r,s>d), we have (L,T)(X, Y) = 0 for 
n>N=(d+l)(t-(r+s))+2d. 
3.3.2. t-bimonomorphisms. If g is a CRGA, we say that a morphism (A g) : (X, Y)+ 
(U, V) in g x 9- is an t-bimonomorphism iff f is an p-monomorphism and g is a q- 
monomorphism (Definition 3.1.1) with p + q = t. 
Then, by analogy with Proposition 3.1.4, we have the following: 
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3.3.3. Proposition. If the hypotheses of Proposition 3.3.1 hold with dz 1, and in 
addition T takes t-bimonomorphisms in @ x 9 to mqnomorphisms of abelian 
groups, then (L, T)(X, Y) = 0 for n 2 N. 
3.3.4. Applications. We illustrate the results for bifunctors in the category of 17- 
algebras: 
(i) Let pr; : 9 x .!F--+ lF be the projections on the two factors, (i = 1,2), and 
COP : S x9-t S the coproduct functor: COP(X, Y) =Xlr Y. There is then a 
cross-term functor CRT : $ x S-+ 17-Alg,, and for each kr 1 there is a natural 
isomorphism of functors 
(this is just the canonical 2-fold cross-effect decomposition of Subsection 2.3). Let 
T= G,o CRT; then T has degree t by Hilton’s theorem [7, Theorem A], and 
T(X,O) = T(O,X) =0 for every XE g by definition of the functor CRT. Also, T 
takes t-bimonomorphisms in .F x g to monomorphisms of abelian groups. Thus 
Proposition 3.3.3 applies to T. 
Moreover, if we set T= Gto COP, then Gr induces a natural isomorphism L, T= 
L, T: CAlg, x I7-Alg, -+ Abgp for n 2 1. This gives the vanishing line of 1.1.4 for 
the wedge spectral sequence, since it has E& z (L,G&OP)(Q, x*Y) (cf. ]17,§21). 
(ii) Similarly, the smash functor in the homotopy category of pointed spaces 
A : ho g. x ho g* + ho .F.+ allows us to define a functor of n-algebras S : 9 x 
S-+@ (cf. [17, $71 and [l, $7.121). Let T=G,oS:gx~F-+Abgp; then T has 
degree t - 1 (by Hilton’s theorem), and Proposition 3.3.3 applies here, too. Again, 
this yields the vanishing line of 1.14 for the smash spectral sequence, 
4. Vanishing of relative derived functors 
In this section we extend the results of Section 3 to the relative derived functors 
(L, T)f of morphisms f : X+ Y, and then use these to deduce the dependence 
results of Subsection 1.2. 
In Subsection 4.1 we define relative derived functors (in the general situation of 
[15]), and the algebraic k-skeleton in Subsection 4.2. We then state the relative 
vanishing theorem 4.3, and the version for bifunctors 4.3.3. In Subsection 4.4 we 
list some applications. 
4.1. Relative derived functors 
Let E? be a category with finite limits and enough projectives, & an abelian 
category, and T : $7 + d any functor. We let SE? denote the category of simplicial 
objects over %‘, giving it the closed model category structure of [ 15, II, $41. As in 
the abelian case, one has a relative version of the non-abelian derived functors defin- 
ed in Subsection 2.4: 
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4.1.1. Definition. Given a morphism f: X + Y in %, the relative derived functors 
(L, T) f E Obj (&) are defined as follows: 
For any projective resolutions A, + X, B, + Y (e.g., the free resolutions of 2.4.2), 
there is a morphism f : A, -+ B, in sg, unique up to weak equivalence. 
Applying the functor T gives Tf^ : TA, + TB, in sd. This factors into 
TA, -!+ C, 5 TB,, 
with i a cofibration and p a weak equivalence fibration in ~2; the factorization is 
unique up to weak equivalence. We define (L,T)f to be n,cok(i), where cok(i) is 
the cokernel of i in .&. 
4.1.2. The long exact sequence. Since cofibrations in ~2 are monomorphisms when 
d is abelian (see [15, ibid.]), the long exact sequence of the pair TA, 4 C. gives 
rise to a natural long exact sequence of derived functors: 
&ES) . ..(L.T)X fr, (L,T)Y - (L,T)f 2 (L,_,T)Xe.. 
4.1.3. An equivalent definition. Equivalently, one choose a factorization Tf^=poi, 
with i a weak equivalence cofibration and p a fibration in s&$, and set (L, T)f = 
n,_rker(p). Note that when J$? is not abelian, the two definitions differ! 
4.1.4. A special case. Assume now that we can choose f : A, --f B, so that for each 
n 2 0, the morphism f?n :A,, --f B, has a retraction r,, : B, --f A,. Then we know that 
Tfn : TA, -+ TB, is a (split) monomorphism, so that f is a cofibration and thus 
(L, T) f = TC,(TB,, TA,) = n,(TB,/TA,). 
4.2. The algebraic k-skeleton 
For any CRGA Q, we have the following 
4.2.1. Definition. For each kr 1, we can construct a new CRGA 5@) out of 67 by dis- 
regarding degrees > k. There is an obvious truncation functor rk : E? + gck); if we 
restrict rk to the free subcategory: rk19 : l@ + Sck), it has a left adjoint lk : lFck) + g. 
We then define the k-skeleton fUnCtOr to be the composition: @k=Ak~(rkj~) : @+ 
St. This is equipped with a natural transformation ok: @k+id9, which is an 
isomorphism in degrees 5 k. 
4.2.2. @kX. Note that if we apply the 0th derived functor L&k to X, the resulting 
graded R-module actually has the structure of an RCA; in fact, it is just the RGA 
freely generated by the elements (and satisfying the relations) of X in degrees I k. 
As usual, we denote (&@k)X by @kX, too, and call it the algebraic k-skeleton 
of x. 
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We can now state the relative version of Theorem 3.1: 
4.3. Theorem. Let Q be a CRGA over a ring R, such that 
(a) every projective R-module is free; 
(b) l.g.d.(R-Mod)=d< 1. 
Let T : @- + Abgp be a functor of degree t. Then for any RGA X with IX I> d, the 
morphism ok : Q~X-+ X induces an isomorphism (L, T)(Q~X) z (L, T)X for 
nr(d+ l)(t-k)+d, and a monomorphism for n=(d+ l)(t-k)+d- 1. 
4.3.1. Corollary. For 8 and T as above, let X and Y be d-connected RGA’s such 
that rskX= Sk Y - that is, X and Y agree in degrees I k. Then (L, T)X= (L, T) Y for 
nz(d+l)(t-k)+d. 
4.3.2. Remark. In fact, the theorem has more content than the corollary, since it 
implies that, for sufficiently large n, (L, T)X can be calculated using a certain free 
simplicial resolution A [k], --f&X defined below, which is generally more acces- 
sible than the full resolution A, +X. Once more one could obtain better results for 
specific categories, such as dF (as in 3.1.3). 
We have a similar result for bifunctors: 
4.3.3. Proposition. Let B be a CRGA over R, with I.g.d.(R-Mod) = d, and T: S x 
SF -, Abgp a functor of degree t, such that T(X, 0) = T(0, X) = 0 for any XE E?. Then 
for(X,Y)EE?xXsuch that lXI=rand IYl= s, and kzr+s, (&, e,_,) induces 
an isomorphism (L, T)(ek_,X, @k_,.Y) E (L, T)(X, Y) for n 2 (d + l)(t - k) + 2d, 
and a monomorphism for n = (d + l)(t - k) + 2d - 1. 
4.4. Applications of relative vanishing 
These results apply respectively to most of the examples of Section 3-that is, to 
the Hom,(-,H*) functor of 3.2.1, the n-algebra indecomposables functor of 
3.2.4, and the coproduct and smash functors of 3.3.4. The resulting ‘bands of 
dependence’ for the corresponding spectral sequences are given in Subsection 1.2. 
A suitable modification also applies to the graded Quillen homology of 3.2.3. 
In Section 7 below we show how they can be used to make specific computations 
of derived functors-showing, in practicular, that the vanishing lines given above 
for the wedge and smash spectral sequences (1.1.4) are best possible: 
4.4.1. Proposition. If X and Y are IT-algebras such that IX / =r and 1 Y I =s 
(r,sz3), and G,.X=G,Y=Z2/2, then L,(GkCOP)(X, Y)#O for N=2(k-(r+s))+ 
110. 
4.4.2. Proposition. For X and Y as above, and S the smash functor of 3.3.4 (ii), 
also LN(GkS)(X, Y)#O for N=2(k-(r+s))- 120. 
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5. Resolutions of RGA’s 
In this section we prove Theorem 3.1 and its variants, by constructing a suitable 
free resolution A, +X for any XE 6’. This is essentially the construction of [l, $41. 
In Subsection 5.1 we present the two basic propositions needed in the proof of 
the theorem: Proposition 5.1.3 describes a general property of functors applied to 
free simplical RGA’s, and Proposition 5.1.4 describes the free simplical resolution 
A, -+ Xneeded for 3.1. The first is proved in Subsection 5.2, and after some remarks 
on constructing resolutions in Subsection 5.3, the proof of the second is given in 
Subsection 5.4. 
5.1. Functors of free simplical resolutions 
In order to calculate the derived functors of T: t72 + ~2 evaluated on X, any free 
simplical resolution A, -+ X may be used; we wish to describe a particular one, for 
which we recall the following definitions from [l, $4.2-31: 
5.1.1. Basic algebras. Given a free simplical RCA A, and a set of generators 
To, T’, . . . as in 2.4.1, we define the nth basic algebra for A,, denoted A,, to be the 
sub-free RGA of A,, generated by the non-degenerate lements in T”. 
A sequence A,, Al, . . . ,A,,, . . . of basic algebras for a free simplical RGA A, is 
called a CW-basis for A, (cf. [8, $5.11) iff for each nz0 we have djIA,=O for 
1 rjrn. We call the morphism 2Jo=dolA,+, :A,+ 1 + A, the attaching map for 
A n+l* 
5.1.2. Normalized chains. Recall also that for a simplicial abelian group B,, we 
have the associated normalized chain-complex {N,B,, a>, where for each nz0 we 
let 
N,,B,= n ker{dj:B,+B,_,}CB,, and a,=d,l,“,.. 
lcjsn 
The homotopy groups of B, may then be computed as the homology of this chain- 
complex: x,B,=HH,(N*B,,a) (cf. [13, §17]). 
Moreover, if DB, denotes the subgroup of B, generated by the degenerate 
elements, we have N,,B, fl LIB, =0 (cf. [13, Corollary 22.21). 
Using these facts, Theorem 3.1 follows immediately from the following two pro- 
positions: 
5.1.3. Proposition. Let EY be a CRGA and T: .TF + Abgp a fundor of degree k. 
Given integers a, b 10, let A. be a free simplical RGA with a CW-basis Ao, A,, . . . 
such that for each n 2 0, n I alA,, 1 -b. Then N, TA, c TA,, for n > ak- 2b. 
5.1.4. Proposition. Let 8 be a CRGA over R, with I.g.d.(R-Mod)=d; then any 
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XE Q with IX 1 =r>d has a free simplical resolution A, + X, with a CW-basis 
A,,A,, . . . . such that 
(a) for each nz0 we have n<(d+ l)(IA,/ -r)+d; 
(b) for n = (d + l)(k - r) + d, the attaching map do : A, -+ A, _ , is a k-monomor- 
phism (Definition 3.1.1). 
5.2. Proof of Proposition 5.1.3 
This proposition generalizes [l, Lemma 4.4.31. In analogy with [13, p. 95(i)], any 
free simplicial object has the following 
5.2.1. Explicit description of A,,. If A, is a free simplical RGA with CW-basis 
&,A,, . . . . then each A, may be described as a coproduct of the basic algebras: 
For each n r 0 and 0 I ?, I n, let SA, ,, denote the set of all sequences I of A non- 
negative integers i, < iz < ... < iL (in < n), with sI = sin o...osiZosil the corresponding 
L-fold degeneracy. (We allow A = 0, with the corresponding s,= id). Then 
(1) 
where for each I E SL,n, the copy of A,_, indexed by I is in the image of the A-fold 
degeneracy s,, in the obvious sense. 
Thus, given A, as above, for each nz0 we can write: A,= UneK, X,, where 
each X, is in the image of some &-fold degeneracy (A, 2 0). In this situation we 
have the following (cf. [l, Lemma 45.21): 
5.2.2. Lemma. Assume that ny=‘=, X,, is a sub-coproduct of the above A,= 
II (I E K, X, , satisfying 
Then for some 0 _( j I n - 1, each X,, Cfor 1 I i I q) is in the image of sj . 
5.2.3. Proof of lemma. Let A4 be the q x n matrix with entries m;j= 1 if X,, is in 
the image of Sj, and m,=O otherwise. Then each X,, is in the image of (at least) 
A,, of the n possible degeneracy maps Sj : A,_ 1 -+ A,, so there are at most (n -A,,) 
entries of 0 in the ith row of M. Condition (2) then implies that there is some column 
of 1’sinM. 0 
5.2.4. Completion of proof of proposition. Using the cross-effects decomposition 
(2.3.1) of TA, with respect to the coproduct (l), any y E N,TA, c TA, can be 
written as a sum y = C yk, with each O# yk E T&in-+ . . . ,A,_n09> an element of 
some 9th cross-effect summand of T. Moreover, since T has degree k, we have 
Cy=‘=, IA,_Aa,l Sk by Definition 2.3.2. 
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Since r~--~,~alA,~,~~~ -b by hypothesis, if qr2 we have Cy=‘=, (n-Q< 
ak-2b<n. Then Lemma 5.2.2 shows that all coproduct summands A,_n,, for 
such a yk must be in the image of some Si, so yk is degenerate. Thus any non- 
degenerate yk - for which necessarily q = 1 - is in TA,, and so is itself an n-chain 
(by the definition of a CW-basis in 5.1.1). Then the sum of the degenerate yk’s is 
also an n-chain, and so must vanish by 5.1.2. We conclude that YE TA,,, as re- 
quired. 0 
5.3. Constructing free simplical resolutions 
To prove Proposition 5.1.4, we wish to construct a suitable free simplical resolu- 
tion A, +X. First, some definitions: 
5.3.1. Normalized cycles. For any simplicial object A, over a CRGA 0, one can 
define the normalized cycles and chains RGA’s of A, in the usual way; in particular, 
the n-cycles algebra of A, is the sub-RGA of A, defined as 
Z,A, = n ker{d,:A.+A+,). 
OSjS,, 
5.3.2. CW-construction. As with CW-complexes, one can construct free simplical 
RGA’s by an inductive process, in which, given a free simplical RGA A,, one ob- 
tains a new free simplical RGA A: by ‘attaching’ a free RGA A in dimension n, 
using an attaching map do : A + Z,A, c A,,. 
In the cases we shall be interested in, the given A, will have a CW-basis 
&,A, ,...) A,,0 ,...; a CW-basis for the new A: is then obtained by adding A,,, 1 = 
A to this as the (n + 1)st basic algebra, and using Definition 5.1.1 and the description 
of 5.2.1 above. 
Note that a free simplical RGA A,, with a CW-basis A,, A,, ,.. and an augmen- 
tation A, +X, is a free simplical resolution of X (Definition 2.4.2) iff for all 
nz -1, the attaching map do :A,+, + A, factors through an epimorphism 
&:A,+1 --H Z,,A, (where we set Z_,A, =A_, =X). 
5.3.3. N-resolutions. If the attaching map satisfies this condition only for 0 I n <N, 
we call A, +X an N-resolution. Equivalently (cf. 2.4.2), for each k? 1, we have 
zj(GkAJ = 0 for 1 <j< N, and the augmentation induces an isomorphism 
zO(GkA.) = G/J. 
5.3.4. n-skeleta. Given a free simplical RGA A, with CW-basis A,,A,, . . . . we 
define the n-skeleton of A,, denoted sk,A,, to be the free simplical RGA with 
CW-basisA,,A, ,..., A,,O,O ,... (with the same attaching maps as A, in dimensions 
in). For any mln, we identify (sk,A,), with A,, and Z,(sk,A,) with Z,A,. 
Note that the n-skeleton of a free simplical resolution A, -+X is an n-resolution. 
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5.4. Proof of Proposition 5.1.4 
The construction of the resolution A, +X of 5.1.4 is essentially the same as that 
of [l, $4.41, by induction on skeleta: 
5.4.1. An inductive construction. The free simplical RGA A, is constructed by in- 
duction on n 2 - 1. At the nth stage we assume we have an augmented free simplical 
RGA which we shall denote (by a slight abuse of notation) by sk,A, +X, together 
with a given CW-basis &,A,, . . . ,A,, 0, . . . such that: 
(i) sk,A, +X is an n-resolution of X (cf. 5.3.3); 
(ii) for each m LO, we have IA, 12 [m/(d+ l)] + r (where [x] denotes the in- 
tegral part of x); 
(iii) for m = (d+ I)(k - r) + d> 0, the attaching map & : A, + A, _ 1 is a k-mono- 
morphism (Definition 3.1.1); 
(iv) for each O~m~n, we have ~Z,A,~~[(m+l)/(d+l)]+r. 
Conditions (iv) and (ii) are related by the following: 
5.4.2. Lemma. For any free simplical RGA A, satisfying 5.4.l(ii), we have 
G,Z,A.cG,A, for nz(d+l)(t-r). 
Proof. As in 2.3.3(ii), the functor G,: .F --f R-Mod has degree t, while 5.4.l(ii) im- 
plies that ml (d+ l)( IA, I -r) + d for all m 20. Thus the free simplical RGA A, 
satisfies the basic-algebras hypothesis of Proposition 5.1.3 with a=d+ 1, b = 
r(d + 1) -d (using the fact that r>d). 0 
5.4.3. The case rrd. For 1 Irld, the lemma does not hold as stated, but one still 
obtains a slope of l/(d+ 1) for the connectivities of the A,‘s, so that Proposition 
5.1.3 may be applied to derived functors (see 3.1.5). 
5.4.4. The inductive step. In the (n + 1)st step, we choose the basic algebra A,, , 
as follows: 
Let k = [(n + l)/(d+ l)] + r, and denote Z,A, by Z, so that IZ I 2 k by hypothesis 
5.4.l(iv). 
We choose a free R-module P,+ 1 with an epimorphism P,+, - GkZ; if G,Z is 
itself free, let P,+, = GkZ. We also make a special choice of P,, + 1 when n = d - 1 
modulo (d+ I)-see 5.4.6 below. 
We can then choose a (k - l)-connected free RGA B, + , with G,B,, + 1 z P,,+ 1, 
and a morphism B,, i -+ Z which is surjective in degree k; if P, + i = 0, let B, + i = 0. 
Let Z’ denote the k-connected RGA obtained from Z by setting GkZ equal to 0, 
and choose a k-connected free RGA C,,, 1 which has an epimorphism C,, i + Z’. 
SettingA,+,=B,+,IrC,+,, we obtain an epimorphism d,, : A, + i -H Z, yielding the 
required attaching map. 
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5.4.5. Conditions 5.4.1 for n + 1. By construction we have IA,, iI 1 lZ,A.I, so 
5.4.l(ii) for n + 1 follows from 5.4.l(iv) for n. 5.4.1(i) for (n+ 1) is also clear, by 
5.3.3. It remains to verify that hypotheses 5.4.l(iii) and (iv) hold when 
n + 1 = (d+ l)(k-r)+d, (since otherwise (iv) follows from (ii) by Lemma 5.4.2, 
while (iii) is vacuous). 
First, we show that IZn+i A.I>[@+2)/(d+l)]+r=k+l: 
By Lemma 5.4.2 and hypothesis 5.4.1(i), we have an exact sequence of 
R-modules: 
- 0 - GkZ,A, 4 GkA, - 
&do Gkdo Gk&_, __t . . . 
. . . - GkAn+,pd - GkZn_dA. - 0. (3) 
However, since l.g.d.(R-Mod) = d, and each of GkAn + , _d, . . . , GkA,, is a projec- 
tive R-module-so is P= GkZ,A,. 
5.4.6. Remark on projectives. In fact, by revising the last two steps in the construc- 
tion, we can actually assume that P= G,Z,A, is a free R-module. For d= 0 this is 
obvious, while for d>O, we can use the following ‘Eilenberg trick’: 
For some R-module Q, P@ Q = F is a free R-module, so that the R-module 
F’=(Q@P)@(Q@P)@... is also free, and thus 
P@F’=(P@Q)@(P@Q)@...@(P+Q)sF@F@...@F 
is free, too. 
Therefore, retracing our steps to the nth stage in the induction, we now replace 
our previous choice of the free R-module P,,+ GkZn_lA, in 5.4.4 above by 
Pi = P,, @ F’, with dOIF, = 0, and extend to a suitable free RGA B’, and so on, to 
yield the ‘revised’ nth basic algebra A; and n-skeleton sk,A:. 
All requirements of 5.4.1 are still satisfied-but now GkALg P,, OF’, so 
‘revised’ n-cycles object Z,A:, in degree k, is 
that the 
which is a free R-module. Thus in the (n + 1)st inductive step of 5.4.4, we choose 
the revised P,‘, 1 = P @ F’, so that Gk&, : G,Ah+ I + GkAh is a monomorphism. 
5.4.7. Completion of proof. Assuming that sk,+iA, has in fact been constructed 
as in 5.4.6, we now find that IZ,+,A.I zk+ 1, and that &:A,+l+A, is a (k+ l)- 
monomorphism, so that 5.4.l(iii) and (iv) hold for (n + 1). This completes the proof 
of Proposition 5.1.4. 0 
5.4.8. Proof of Proposition 3.1.2. Proposition 3.1.2 follows essentially from Pro- 
position 5.1.4(b), by 5.1.2, since this implies that for n = (d + l)(k- r) + 1, the rele- 
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vant part of the attaching map &:A, +A,_ 1 (i.e., its restriction to B, in the 
notation of 5.4.4), is a k-monomorphism. 
5.4.9. Remark on the CRGA. In general, one can only improve the connectivity of 
the A,‘s by one in each sequence of (d+ 1) induction steps. However, for some 
particular CRGA’s, we may have no non-trivial operations in a certain range on any 
sufficiently connected object. In this situation, the choice of B in 5.4.4 does not in- 
terfere with an ‘efficient’ choice for C. 
For example, the category of graded algebras over a field (3.1.3) has the property 
that any (k- 1)-connected object is just a graded vector space in degrees <2k. 
Therefore, in 5.4.4, if IA, 1 = k, we can choose A,, 1 = BIL C so that the attaching 
map a0 : A, + , ++ Z,A, is in fact a monomorphism in degrees < 2k (rather than just 
in degree k). This is the only modification needed to prove Proposition 3.1.4. 
6. A filtered resolution 
In this section we prove Theorem 4.3 by showing that the simplicial resolution 
A, +X of Section 5 can be filtered by resolutions of the algebraic k-skeleta (cf. 
Subsection 4.2) of X. 
In Subsection 6.1 we state an analogue of Proposition 5.1.4 describing this resolu- 
tion; the construction is given in Subsection 6.2. 
6. I. Free inclusions 
If 0 is a CRGA, a morphism f : A + B is called a free inclusion, written A 4 B, 
iff A and B are free RGA’s and there is a morphism g: C+ B which, together with 
f, induces an isomorphism AIL CzB. We call C a coproduct complement of 
A4B. 
If A, and B, are free simplical RGA’s, with CW-bases &,A,, . . . and &,,Bi, . . . , 
respectively, we call a morphism f : A, --f B, a free inclusion iff f is induced by a 
sequence of free inclusions J : ii, 4 Bn for n 2 0. 
With this definition, and a slight additional assumption on the ring R, we have 
the following refinement of Proposition 5.1.4: 
6.1.1. Proposition. Let 8 be a CRGA over a ring R such that every projective 
R-module is free, and I.g.d.(R-Mod)=ds 1. Then every XE B with 1x1 =r>d has 
a free simplical resolution A, -+X, filtered by a sequence of free inclusions 
0 = A[O], GA[l]. &A[2], 4 ..a ctA[k],4 e.. &A, 
together with a compatible sequence of augmentation maps A [k], -+ ,qkX, satisfy- 
ing the following assumptions: 
(i) A [k], + ekX is a free simplicial resolution; 
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(ii) for each n 20, we have IA, / 1 [n/(d+ l)] + r (as in 5.4.l(ii)); 
(iii) for each k>r, A[k], has a CW-basis A[k],,A[k],, . . . . such that for each 
n L 0, the free inclusion A [k], 4 A,, induces an isomorphism G,A [k], = G,A, for 
nz(d+l)(t-k)+d. 
We also need a relative version of Proposition 5.1.3, as follows: 
6.1.2. Proposition. Let E be a CRGA and T: LF-+ Abgp a functor of degree t. 
Given integers a, b 2 0, let A. 4 B, be a free inclusion of free simplical RGA’s with 
CW-bases &,A,, . . . and &,, B,, . . . , respectively, such that for each m L 0 we have 
BmgA,,,lLcm, mlalA,l, and mSal& -b. Then N,,TB,cTA, for n>ak-b. 
Proof. As in 5.2.1, write B,=uUOSISn LIIEs,, (An_,~Cn_& then use Lemma 
5.2.2 and the argument of 5.2.4. 0 
Theorem 4.3 now follows directly from Proposition 6.1 .l, using Proposition 
6.1.2 (and 4.1.4) with a=d+ 1 and b=(d+ l)k-d+ 1 to deduce vanishing of the 
relative derived functors of Q~X+ X, and then using (LES) of 4.1.2. Similarly for 
Proposition 4.3.3. 
6.2. Constructing the filtered resolution 
The construction of the filtered resolution is similar to that of Subsection 5.4, but 
here we proceed by double induction: 
For each n, we want to construct sk,A[k], for all k’s, by induction on n20. 
This is done in turn by induction on k?O, where for each k it suffices to choose 
the nth basic algebra A [k],, together with its attaching map de : A [k], --t A[k],_ I 
(cf. 5.1.1). 
6.2.1. n-induction hypotheses. In the nth stage of the induction, we shall assume 
that for each jz0 we have chosen the CW-basis A[jlO,A[j],,...,A[jln, with 
suitable attaching maps, and have thus constructed the n-skeleton sk,A[j], so that 
the following induction hypotheses are satisfied for all 0 I m in and j 2 1: 
p(mj) 
i 
(a) sk,A[j], + QjX is an m-resolution; 
(b) G,A[j],=G,A[j-11, if t<[(m-l)/(d+l)]+j-d; 
(c) G,Z,A[j],cG,A[j-I], if t<[m/(d+l)]+j-d; 
(d) IA,1 L [m/(d+ l)] +r, as in 5.4.l(ii). 
(using the conventions of 5.3.4). 
6.2.2. The case n I 1. We begin the induction at n = -1 with A_, =X as before, 
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and A [k]_, = Q~X for all kr 0. Note that if X is an RGA and A. +X is any free 
resolution, then by Definition 4.2.2 we have: 
Thus, for P(1, k)(a) to be satisfied it suffices to choose A [k], (n = 0,l) so that 
A [k],~ @kA[k], and the following sequence of graded R-modules is exact in 
degrees 5 k: 
do - 
0 - ker(&) - A[k], - A[klo - X - 0. 
Now assume that d= 0. In this case, if we let qk : @kX+ @k+ ,X be the obvious 
natural morphism, we can write 
C&+,X= Ck+,(&+, X)= ‘&+I (im(vk))@F, 
where F is necessarily free. We can then ensure that GkA[k], c G,A[k- l]i - i.e., 
that P( 1, k)(b) holds. 
6.2.3. The n, k stage. In the nth stage, we choose A [k], + I by induction on k> 0 
(starting with A [0], + i = 0): 
We assume that we already have A [j],, 1 satisfying the hypotheses P(n + 1,j) 
for Olj< k; we now wish to choose A [k+ l],, 1 so that hypotheses P(n + 1, k+ 1) 
are satisfied, too. First, we need the following: 
6.2.4. Notation for skeleta. Let A be the free RGA generated by the graded set 
{T}F=, (cf. 2.1.4); then its algebraic k-skeleton ekA (Definition 4.2.1) is iso- 
morphic to the free RGA generated by {T)F=, . Moreover, there is a free inclusion 
ok: ekA 4 A, with A = ,okA HA and A’ =cok(dk) the free RGA generated by 
{7;:)p”=k+P 
Now, the main ingredients needed in the construction of A[k+ l],, 1 are the 
following two lemmas: 
6.2.5. Lemma. Given tzklr, let n=(d+l)(t-k)-1, and assume P(m,j) holds 
for all jr 1 and mln; then G,(Z,A[k+ l].)~G,(Z,et-,A[k].)OF, where F is a 
free R-module. 
Proof. Let us denote sk,e,_lA[k], by B,, and sk,A[k+ 11, by C., with CW-bases 
_ 
&, . . . . B,, and Co,..., C,, respectively. We want G,Z, C, = G,Z,, B, OF. Since 
B, 4 C, is an inclusion of simplicial RGA’s, Z,,B, -+ Z, C, is a monomorphism, 
and the lemma is thus trivial for d = 0 (including the case n = - 1, by 6.2.2). Assume 
therefore that d= 1 and n = 2(t - k)- 1. 
For each Olmrn, let B~=cok{f?P,:B,4A[k],}, so that A[k],=B,flB& 
and /B&l it. Similarly, we have free RGA’s D, such that C, ~A[[k],flD,. 
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As in 5.2.1, we have 
But P(n, k)(b) implies that ID, 12 t, so if we consider the sub-coproduct 
we see 1 C’ 12 t. Thus the R-module G,C, has a free summand Hz G,C’. 
Let i : G,Z,C, --t G,C,, denote the inclusion, and rc : G,C,, --t H the projection. 
Since H is a free R-module, F= im(n 0 i) c H is free, too (by the assumptions on R 
in Proposition 6.1 .l). Therefore, if we let K= ker(rcoi), we have a split short exact 
sequence: 
7roi 
0 - K - G,Z,,C, - F - 0, 
and so G,Z,C,=K@F. Since G,B,cG,C,,nker(n), we have G,Z,,B,cK= 
G,Z,,C. fl ker(n). We now show that the converse inclusion also holds: 
Take the cross-effect decomposition (2.3.1) of G,C, with respect to the 
coproduct (4); then we can write any y E G, Z, C, as a sum y = C rj, with each yj an 
element of some cross-effect summand. 
If y $ GIB,, , the same is true of some non-degenerate summand yj. Note that by 
P(m, k)(d) we have 2lB, I L m + 2r- 1, while P(m, k)(b) implies 210, I 2 m + 2k, 
and by construction IE$ I 2 t for all m. A counting argument as in 5.2.4 then shows 
that either yjEGtD*, or else YjEG,BA_, for some A, so that in any case rc(vj)#O 
and thus ?r (y) # 0. This shows Kc G,Z, B, , which completes the proof of the lem- 
ma. 0 
6.2.6. Corollary. In this situation we can choose D,,+, and the attaching map 
d,:A[k+ lln+r +A[k+l], so that doitj+, is a t-monomorphism (Definition 
3.1.1). 0 
Note that hypothesis P(n,j)(c) holding for all jz0 allows us to choose all 
A].&+i so that hypotheses (a) and (b) are satisfied. Thus the following analogue 
of Lemma 5.4.2 completes the proof of Proposition 6.1.1: 
6.2.1. Lemma. Assume that the induction hypotheses of 6.2.1 are satisfied for n, 
and that Corollary 6.2.6 has been applied wherever relevant. Zf we choose 
A]k+ lln+~ so that P(n + 1, k+ l)(a) and (6) are satisfied, then P(n + 1, k+ l)(c) 
holds, too. 
Proof. Similar to the proof of Proposition 6.1.2. 0 
6.2.8. An additionalproperty. In fact, the proof of Lemma 6.2.7 allows us to con- 
struct A[k], + @$f so as to satisfy also the following requirement: 
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For t~kz~ and n=(d+I)(t-k)-1~0, G,(Z,,A[~],)~G,(Q,_,A[~],). 
This will be useful in the construction of the following section: 
6.2.9. A spectral sequence. The filtration on the resolution gives rise to a natural 
spectral sequence converging to the derived functors of any functor T: .!F + Abgp 
into a category of abelian groups; its El-term consists of the relative derived func- 
tors of the natural transformations v~:Q~ +ek+i of 6.2.2. It is not clear if this is 
of any use, though we have vanishing results for this spectral sequence, too. 
7. A calculation 
In this section we restrict attention to the category IT-Alg, of simply-connected 
Z7-algebras (see 2.2(iii)), and apply the relative vanishing results of Section 4 to make 
a calculation related to the derived functors of the coproduct COP (cf. 3.3.4(ii)), 
proving Propositions 4.4.1 and 4.4.2. 
7.1. Constructing a resolution 
We first describe the first filtration on a certain free simplical resolution: 
7.1.1. Remark on notation. Using the obvious equivalence of categories (cf. [l, 
$7.1.2]), we may describe free Z7-algebras and morphisms between them in terms of 
(wedges of) spheres and homotopy classes of maps between them: 
If Sk is the k-sphere, we shall write S[k- l] = n*(Sk) for the corresponding free 
n-algebra. (We call attention once more to the shift in indexing of 2.2(iii): thus 
Gk_ 1 S[k- l] = nkSk.) For k>2 we denote the morphism corresponding to the 
suspended Hopf map by qk : S [k] + S [k - I]; likewise the corresponding element in 
G,S[k- l]snk+l Sk. Similarly, [a, b] E G P+4X will denote the Whitehead product 
of a E GPX, b E G,X. 
We now have the following: 
7.1.2. Lemma. Let X be a IT-algebra with 1 X / = r 2 2 and G,X z Z/2. Then there 
is a free simplical resolution A [r]. -+ Q,X, with CW-basis A [rlO, A [r] 1, . . . such that 
for trr and n=2(t-r) we have: 
(a) IA [r], / = t, and there is a single ‘(t + I)-sphere’ in A [r],, which we denote by 
s[tl,; 
@I lAtrl.+~I =t, with a single S[t],+, in A[r],+l; 
(c) the attaching map & : A [r], + , --f A [r], , restricted to S [t], + 1, is a degree 2 
map ~M,+~+~Pl,~AP-l,; 
(d) the attaching map &~:,?i[r],+~+A[r],+~, restricted to S[t+ lln+2, is a 
suspended Hopf map ~r:S[t+1].+,~S[t],+,4A[r].+,. 
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Proof. This is a straightforward calculation based on Proposition 6.1.1, using 
Remark 6.2.8 (compare [l, Proposition 5.2.11). 0 
7.2. Non-vanishing of L,COP 
We now use Lemma 7.1.2 to show that the derived functors of COP are non-zero 
just above the vanishing line provided by Proposition 3.3.3 (see 1.1.4), by proving 
Proposition 4.4.1, which we state again: 
7.2.1. Proposition. Let Xand Y be I7-algebras with 1x1 = r and 1 Y 1 =s (r, sz 3) and 
G,X=GG,Y~Z/2; let k>r+s. Then (L,G,COP)(X, Y)#O for v=2(k-r-s)+ 1. 
Proof. Fix kr r + s, and let v = 2(k - r - s) + 1 as above. 
(i) By Proposition 4.3.3, it suffices to show that (L,GkCOP)(e,X, Q,Y) #O. Let 
a, =A [r]. and I?, = B[s], be the resolutions of Lemma 7.1.2 for Q,X and Q,Y 
respectively, and C, =~,ILB, the free simplical n-algebra which is their dimen- 
sionwise coproduct. We must show that n,(G,C,) ~0. 
(ii) For any simplicial abelian group F,, let N,F, denote as usual the normalized 
chain-complex (5.1.2); then for each r5 i 5 k-s, the shuffIe map of [6, $51 provides 
a chain homomorphism 
N*GiA,@ N*G/,-iB, 5 N*(G,A_ @ Gk_iB,) 
Also, since a, and B, are simplicial Z7-algebras, their face maps commute with the 
operations, and so the Whitehead product maps 
for each n I 0, induce a chain map 
(iii) Now for each m L 0, let i = [m/2] + r and choose a, E GiA^, to be a genera- 
tor of GiS[i],zZ (in the notation of Lemma 7.1.2), with doazp+, =2a2, for allp. 
Similarly, for n 10 let j= [n/2] +s and let /I,, E G;B,, be a generator of GjS[j],, 
again with do&,+ 1 = 2&,. 
Then in the chain complex @f-f+ I N,GiA^, @ N,Gk_ i8,, let 
k-s 
e = C (a2(i-r)@ b2(k-i-s)+1 -a2(i-r)+l @ P2(k-i-s)). 
i=r+l 
This is clearly a normalized chain, so we may define y = (Wo V )(e) in N,GkC.. 
Moreover, one may verify that dOy = 0, by using Lemma 7.1.2(c) and (d), the fact 
that 2~~= 0, and the identity (cf. [18, Chapter X, Theorem 8.181): 
[aoqi,bl = [a,b”)?k-il = [a,bl”l;lk 
(for Ial = i, jbj = k- i both 13). Thus y is an v-cycle. 
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(iv) We now show that y does not bound: Lemma 5.2.2 implies that any non- 
degenerate element in NV + , (Gk C,) is a sum of Whitehead products of the form 
~=[~~a~~+,,~~P~-~~],whereI=(i,_,, ,..., ie)andJ=(& ,..., j0)areasin5.2.1.1n 
fact, the argument of 5.2.4 implies that the pair (Z, J) forms a (v - 2q, 2q + I)-shuffle 
on (O,],..., v). 
Thus w.1.o.g. we may assume j, = 0, and so dew = 2[srazq, SJ&_~,] (for suitable 
-- 
multi-indices (Z, J)). On the other hand, for 12 1 we see that d, W, if non-zero, is of 
the form [sIfa29+1, sJ,j3,- 2q], where (Z’, J’) is now a certain (v - 2q - I, 2q)-shuffle 
on (O,l,..., v-2). 
We conclude that all iterated face maps of w are sums of elements of one of two 
possible forms: either 2[a, b], for some a, b; or else [sIazP+ 1,sJP2q+ ,I-where both 
a and p have odd index. Since y cannot be expressed as a sum of (degeneracies of) 
elements of these forms, we have shown that y does not bound in N,GI,C.. q 
7.2.2. The smash product. An identical argument works for the smash product of 
3.3.4(ii), proving Proposition 4.4.2. 
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